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OF

CATERING
IN 2014

20 Catering Chefs & Their Freshest Ideas

At the TED Conference in Vancouver—
one of our most innovative meetings of
the year—TEDx organizers snowshoed
to their workshops on top of Grouse
Mountain. Check out what else made our
list of 2014’s top meetings on page 144.
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On the cover: Eatertainment chef Chris Matthews sketches dishes before
serving them, like an heirloom tomato and micro-herb gelee, asparagus royale,
chilled beet consommé, and stem salad of parsley, beet, chard, and watercress.
His goal is to give each plate a sense of balance, proportion, and scale. For more
from him—and 19 other creative catering chefs—turn to page 133.
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the ART of
catering in 2014
20 Catering Chefs and Their Freshest Ideas
hanks to a social-media-hungry public and the rise of foodie culture, today's catering chefs need to be constantly feeding the imagination of event guests with new,
original, and—above all—delicious cuisine. Gone are the days of lowly puff pastries
and lukewarm shrimp cocktail. Now, food has become a sophisticated medium and an
integral element to an event’s theme, brand message, or identity. As such, catering chefs
are stepping up to the plate, constructing elaborate interactive food stations to engage
guests and impress clients, inventing restaurant-worthy cooking techniques, and pushing the limits of the industry as a whole.
To celebrate this culinary revolution, we designed this feature to highlight some of
the most creative chefs—those who are redeﬁning what event catering looks and tastes
like—along with their most unusual, inspiring, and innovative dishes of the past year,
which include everything from edible dirt to dainty Indian appetizers. The chefs also
shared some insight into their cutting-edge methods. The selected group heads up the
kitchens of catering companies across North America, dishing out fare at thousands of
events each year, including galas and beneﬁts, award shows and premiere parties, product launches and marketing events, and much more. Here is who we think represents the
creativity and innovation of catering chefs today. —Jenny Berg & Michele Lauﬁk
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HOW WE CHOSE THE LIST
Looking speciﬁcally for chefs responsible for menu
development and execution at full-service, off-premise
catering companies, we compiled this list after reviewing
work from candidates across North America. We looked
at not only the quality and volume of their off-premise
work—speciﬁcally those that regularly cater events for
more than 200 guests—but also the chefs’ clients and
reputations. The list favors those who work on corporate
and nonproﬁt events, and some caterers preferred not to
highlight a particular chef in a team of many, opting out
of the feature. There are familiar names but also some
new-on-the-scene faces. Most importantly, we sought
innovation—dishes and presentation that made the
editors gasp or say, “That's really cool.”
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CHRISTOPHER
MATTHEWS

Pasta with gold leaf,
porcini powder, shaved
truffle, and squid ink

EATERTAINMENT

With former experience as a
restaurant owner and a caterer for
airlines and cruise ships, Christopher
Matthews has been the executive
chef at the Toronto catering company
Eatertainment for five years. When he
cooks, Matthews focuses on achieving balance between flavors, textures,
and colors; specialties include colorblocked dishes that incorporate
seasonal ingredients. Recognized for
his striking presentation styles that
don’t overwhelm a small plate, the
chef is known to sketch his dishes
before he prepares them.

The dish was a
“balance
of simplicity
and elegance using
two unique flavors that
represented the land
and the ocean. This
is an example of my
philosophy of keeping a
dish simple, using just a
few select ingredients,
and then highlighting
and balancing each one
within the dish.
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